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Abstract. Recent technological advancements in pervasive systems have shown 

the potential to address challenges in the military domain. Research develop-

ments in military-based mission-critical systems have refined a lot as in autopilot, 

sensing true target behavior, battle damage conditions, acquiring and manipulat-

ing command control information. However, the application of pervasive systems 

in the military domain is still evolving. In this paper, an intelligent framework 

has been proposed for mission-critical systems to incorporate advanced hetero-

geneous communication protocols; service-oriented layered structure and con-

text-aware information manipulation. The proposed framework addresses the 

limitation of “time-space” constraints in Mission-critical systems that have been 

improved significantly. This improvement is courtesy to enhancing situation-

aware tactical capabilities such as localization, decision significance, strategic 

span, strategic intentions, resource coordination and profiling concerning the sit-

uation. A comprehensive use case model has been presented for a typical battle-

field scenario followed by a comparison of the proposed framework with existing 

techniques. It is evident from experiments and analyses that the proposed frame-

work provides more effective and seamless interaction with contextual resources 

to improve tactical capabilities. 

Keywords: Context-awareness, pervasive computing, middleware architecture, 

real-time systems, mission-critical systems, ubiquitous computing.  



1 Introduction 

1.1 Context Awareness in Pervasive Systems 

Ubiquitous computing is the method of enhancing computer usage by making many 

computers available throughout the physical environment while making them effec-

tively invisible to the user. – Mark Weiser.  

 

The ubiquitous or pervasive systems provide cutting edge technologies such as ambient 

intelligence, context-aware user interfaces, search engine abilities, and resource man-

agement through the integration of mobile computing and numerous data-collecting 

sensors [1]. Human emotional state, bio-physiological state and social interactions cou-

pled with technology and tools provide potential meaningful information for situation 

awareness. Human perception requires two main processes for awareness (i) Perceptual 

Awareness (ii) Contextual awareness [2]. Applications customized to the context of the 

current working environment are motivated by the concept of enhancing interaction 

experience. Context-aware applications may have following models [3]: 

1. Self-adaptive applications use context to transform behavior. Coupling of con-

cerns/concepts in capturing the context adds to the complexity and scalability of per-

vasive systems. 

2. Supervised adaptation depends upon directed logic and knowledge-based platform 

between applications and their context. Supervised based context-aware applications 

such as user navigation, identify user position at the sensory-level (context) while 

activity recognizing can be performed at the feature-level (application). 

Storing multilayer information is resource consuming but also scalable. Layered system 

design is thus needed to incorporate major tasks of context-awareness in the pervasive 

systems [4]. Such design includes dynamic context detection of multiple resources, 

scalable and autonomous architecture with compound mechanisms for accessing the 

contextual information and decoupling of context. 

When peripheral devices are attached to wireless devices, many critical mission ac-

tions can be performed such as multiple training scenarios, reporting individual and 

team skills, statistical and graphical analysis through repeated sessions. At the end of 

such critical missions, after-action-reviews (AARs) may be performed instead of wait-

ing to make notes at the command or centralized arena [5]. Thus, generally speaking, 

pervasive systems are merged with time bond critical systems, they support:  

1. Presentation of information and services to various stakeholders (user/operator, 

commander, controller) 

2. Categorization of situational information i.e. location, vision, logistic support, polit-

ical scenarios, etc. 

3. Items for context illustration like maps, electronic markers, a global positioning sys-

tem (G.P.S), body sensors, etc. 

4. Organization of context attributes based on the schema for device discovery, 

knowledge base and transparency in user interaction. 
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5. Impose integrity on resources and action disclosure information i.e. privacy. 

6. Provide access control to multiple resources. 

Current pervasive critical systems, start from room temperature sensing; security 

systems with sound and motion detectors; safety sensors in assembly/power plants and 

enhance to autopilot in passenger / military aircraft sensing flight parameters through 

various sensors. 

1.2 Design constraints of Context-Aware Pervasive Paradigm 

Humans have a great ability for perceiving, forecast, and understanding behavioral mo-

tivation. A collaboration of the context-aware computer with the situation-aware users 

would facilitate in developing a well-defined functional system. The monitoring of the 

situation-aware system includes obtaining data, organizing the acquired data based on 

a specific domain and inferring the resultant knowledge [6]. Major design concerns for 

context-awareness in MMC systems have been discussed in [7] 

1. Choosing easy and pervasive interactions. 

2. Designing aspects and materials should be specific to the capabilities of pervasive 

systems. 

3. A team ware to have a single interactive display for multiple devices/resources.    

4. Predictable input devices for a comprehensive interactive experience. 

5. Applications to facilitate robust team interaction for collaborated design. 

1.3 Context-aware Mission Critical systems 

The capacity to access context-aware graphics, audio, textual data, and simulations in 

provides the possibilities for MMC (Man Mission Control) pervasive systems to carry 

out real-time events with augmented reality applications [8]. In MMC pervasive sys-

tems collaborate with virtual and real-world concurrently. As a soldier is contributing 

to the situation-aware era of pervasive computing, the data/information is changing the 

scenarios, based on situation relevant information provided by the technology-enabled 

tools. 

The MMC paradigm is accomplished by applications such as face recognition, fin-

gerprint authentication, motion sensors, physiological indicators (e.g., heartbeat rate, 

glucose levels), etc. To support MMC environment space; site maps, notes and tags 

would allow users to leave traces in the physical environment. A map has notes pasted 

in the form of chip /tag sensors and data is processed for contextual retrieval. Devices 

retrieve information from notes/tags to update map positions using technologies such 

as RFID, ZigBee, etc. Energy alertness, robust (information/situation) context acquisi-

tion and finding equilibrium between situational (context) sensing and power utilization 

to process data are research areas in the development of context-aware MMC-pervasive 

systems [9]. Security and reliance are also prevalent research domains of MMC- per-

vasive systems [9]. 

According to the perspective of “field user”, the contextual information in the man-

mission control system of the battlefield has three broader categories:  



1. Type ‘A’: The soldier (field operator) has gadgets to provide latitude and lon-

gitude of positions to have actual terrain at command center (MMC system), visual 

range device to calculate accurately the target (interest areas), weather sensor, speed-

ometer, team formation, medical fitness actuators, logistics reckon and route, invisibil-

ity support, and possible decision acquisitions. The snapshot of the field command soft-

ware program depicts this type ‘A’ contextual information in Figure 1. 

2. Type ‘B’: The command in the field (field commander) must-have situation 

awareness and transparency in decision making through group situation analytics, team 

locations, communication strength, and the field scenario recommendations by the 

MMC system. The field command software program depicts this type ‘B’ in Figure 2. 

3. Type ‘C’: MMC system commands at CCI (Command and Control center) 

with an overall view of the tactics, current situation positioning of teams through satel-

lite communications facilities, crisis history contexts for efficient paradigm analysis, 

geopolitical situation context with feedback (as shown in Figure 3). 

 

      

Fig. 1. Contextual information Type A – Field Operator 

Board 

 

Fig. 2. Contextual information Type B – Field Commander 

Board 
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Fig. 3. Contextual information Type B – Command Authority Board 

 

1. 4. Motivation  

Conventional Mission Critical frameworks lack facilities to adapt tactical situations 

and suggest confident information to enhance situation awareness for a timely response 

[10, 11]. Most of the frameworks for mission-critical systems are based on the re-

quest/response paradigm such as High-Level Architecture [12] and Distributed Inter-

active Simulation [13]. Association or withdrawal of multiple resources is cumbersome 

due to the tight coupling of middleware services and communication standards. More-

over, current mission-critical frameworks lack situational awareness and transparency 

at all three levels of critical real-time environments namely individual, team, and com-

mand level [14]. 

The Context-aware MMC framework is proposed to provide context-aware of col-

laboration between devices in and across different environment spaces. Context-aware 

MMC is intelligent, a situation-aware service-oriented framework to support a wide 

range of mission-critical scenarios.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: A brief background and related work 

are presented in section 2. In section 3, the proposed framework for context-aware 

MMC IoT has been detailed. Section 4 presents a case study to illustrate the framework 

flow along with a simulation process, results and analysis. In section 5, a conclusion is 

provided with potential future work. 

2 Background and Related Work  

In recent years, advancements in information and communication technologies have 

brought an enormous change in human lives [15]. Regardless of challenges in manipu-

lating context awareness with existing platforms and systems; pervasive computing has 



the ability to support especially in mission-critical domains to enhance the behavior of 

applications [16]. As real actions of real-time mission-critical systems are expensive, 

simulated training provide circumstances for active and decisive learning. Multiple 

training scenarios of such systems open up prospects for concurrent learning on multi-

ple levels [17]; trainee/individuals may experience contextual information through the 

risks, benefits, expenses, results, and recompenses of alternate strategies that are insti-

gated through the contextual information collected by sensors in the environment of 

mission-critical systems [18]. 

The emerging middleware software technologies and tools enable the distribution of 

real-time mission-critical aspects, making them tangible and affordable. Such frame-

works help to simplify the development and optimization of different systems. Some 

mission-critical middleware is discussed in the following: 

Adaptive and reflective middleware systems (ARMS) [12] provides a framework to sim-

plify the development, optimization, and integration of middleware in real-time sys-

tems.  

Distributed object computing (DOC) middleware [10] is composed of self-governing 

software objects, distributed throughout a wide range of networks to support a variety 

of middleware-based services.  

The ACE ORB (TAO) [19] addresses the policies and mechanisms that span network 

adapters, operating systems, communication protocols, and Object Request Broker 

(ORB) middleware to meet the requirements of high-performance real-time applica-

tions. 

The High-Level Architecture (HLA) [20] provides interface specifications, and object 

model templates as minimum essential tools for interoperability of appropriate tactical 

simulations. 

Data Distribution Service (DDS) [13] is designed for enabling real-time data distribu-

tion. It is also, termed as Control Area Networks (CAN) for meeting real-time, distrib-

uted and parallel processing requirements. 

Agent-based Context Management Framework (A-CMF) [21] is a context-aware man-

agement framework based on intelligent software agents.  

A comparison with the existing distributed mission-critical framework approaches is 

summarized in Table - 1.  

 

Table 1: Comparison with other frameworks 

 

Frameworks Heterogeneity 
Service-ori-

ented layer 

Context-aware 

methodology 

Context-aware 

MMC 

   

ARMS [12]    

DOC [10]    

TAO[19]    

HLA[20]    

DDS[13]    

A-CMF [21]    
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In recent years, context-aware computing has shown critical significance in perva-

sive computing [22] and plays an important role in the Mission Critical paradigms as 

well. Individuals and teams in mission-critical systems require situational awareness 

and transparency in multiple ways due to frequent movement in diverse work settings 

and engagement in parallel work activities. It results in various mutual problem-solving 

situations [23]. Similarly, Human-computer Interactions in mission-critical systems are 

fulfilled by considering a variety of electronic documents, schemas, electronic charts 

(ENC), touch boards, etc. All these documents are modified and prepared according to 

the particular work settings [24]. The situation awareness and transparency in such sys-

tems are realized by interacting/communicating diverse sensors and actuators used in 

the environment space pervasively. The integration of such contextual and situation-

aware resources in mission-critical systems can facilitate quick analysis and decision 

making.  

3 Proposed Framework - Context-Aware Man Mission Control 

(MMC)  

The use of multiple service layers forms the basis for context information at discrete 

layers requiring the execution and management of components independently [4]. In-

formation in the form of messages also is instantiated using the triggered approach. 

This information is processed through subsequent layers in a service-oriented frame-

work for related contexts. This results in specializing the context triggered and produc-

ing contextual semantics for an ongoing scenario/tactical environment. These activities 

ensure robustness, transparency and reduce ambiguity among subsequent layers. Ac-

tivities and circumstances in a critical environment (scenario) do not exist in isolation, 

so the requirement of structuring the actions or contextual information (from general to 

specific) is also necessary for achieving contextual objectives.  

Consider a list of contextual actions in environment defined by A = {a1= aim, a2 = 

position,…, an}, where “an“ are the actions performed within a particular scenario Sc. 

The scenario Sc comprising of multiple situations D can be defined as Sc = ∑ti=1Di and 

Di= ∑jk=1 ∑n
l=k(Ak˳Cl), where C is the condition or constraints on contextual infor-

mation (actions) of particular situation Di. Constraints can be categorized as pre-action 

constrains represented by E or post-action constraints represented as F, and mathemat-

ically C = τk∑
n

m=1 (E ∩ F) indicating the constraints interacting together within the 

situation Di to execute the scenario Sc. Within a particular scenario Sc, F influences the 

generation of the contextual messages while F effects the contextual actions. i.e E(a) ≠ 

∅ and F(a) ≠ ∅.The contextual objective, O = { o1= weapon detection, o2 = localization 

tool,….,on} using context-aware MMC framework can be eased through contextual ac-

tion A having contextual constraint vector C affecting the situation Sc. 

O(b ∈ Sc)  = argmax [ ∑d∈D ∑a∈ A (d.a) + ∑a∈A ( ∏n
i=1 P(bi|a) + 1/ αβ∏n

j=1(Cj|b,a))] 



Context aware MMC can be described in terms of contextual aspects with respect to 

resource context and application context. 

3.1 Resource Context View: 

A set of multiple and diverse services/devices interact with MMC framework in a het-

erogeneous environment [4]. Context-aware MMC supports heterogeneous communi-

cation protocols ranging from wide-area networks to personal/body networks. The lay-

ered structure of context-aware MMC ensures scalability of heterogeneous devices in 

the time bond critical environment through the Device Specific layer. This layer helps 

in keeping the history of resources contributing to contextual information through the 

Dynamic Resource Identifier. Resources once identified are then certified through Re-

source Registration for context-aware MMC framework. Pieces of evidence and rec-

ords of certified contextual information concerning resources, machines, users or col-

laborated services are maintained using Resource Recovery. Finally, the resource in-

formation is forwarded to the context notification support layer. The context notifica-

tion support layer asynchronously notifies the agents about their contextual changes. 

The flow chart of the resource context process is shown in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4. Resource Context Broker View of Context-aware MMC framework 

3.2 Application Context View: 

Module termed as Agents are abstractions to represent sensors and services in Context-

aware MMC. Agents can either be monitors or actuators. Those are responsible for 

acquiring data from multiple resources in environment space and distributing it to fur-

ther levels in context-aware MMC framework (monitors). When situational action in-

teracts, agents manipulate the contextual information and forward refined information 

to further levels (actuators). Context-aware MMC put the refined information on the 

notice-board (NB) i.e. field operator, field commander or command authority boards. 

The flowchart in Figure 5 depicts the application context process. 



  

Fig. 5. Application Context Broker View of Context-aware MMC framework 

The information manipulation methodology in MMC framework focuses on obtaining 

data, organizing the relevant data and inferring domain-specific knowledge. Infor-

mation manipulation in MMC uses a supervised adaptation model [25].  

Context-aware MMC framework provides internal self-describing services to main-

tain the access information of distributed resources.  

Device Support: This segment working at the device-specific layer provides support 

for routing and forwarding information among physical devices e.g. sensors, gadgets 

etc. which are interacting in a real time-critical environment. 

Resource Support: This segment also working at a device-specific layer that provides 

resource recovery and registration along with a dynamic identifier module to manipu-

late information form machine, user or services acting as resources for context-aware 

MMC. 
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Communication Support: This supports the broadcast and reception of context-aware 

information datagram messages exchanged between various layers. Context-aware 

MMC enabled devices do not have the same set of communication technologies. A 

sensor node might be equipped with ZigBee or WiMax while resources/human might 

be equipped with pervasive support devices like blood pressure levels, pulse rates, 

heartbeat rates, etc connected through energy-efficient technologies. So to communi-

cate heterogeneous devices, it is necessary to have a base layer to act as a gateway as 

shown in Figure 6. 

  

Fig. 6. Communication Technologies in MMC 

Service Support: It provides a request-response semantic for the context-aware MMC 

framework. Context-aware MMC framework has helper modules in the service support 

layer. Query mechanism, I/O for communication, resource handling and dynamic 

checkpoint services used for searching data, communicating and fault tolerance respec-

tively, are using semantics provided by service support as shown in Figure 7. 

Context Notification Support: It allows context-aware MMC framework to store, an-

alyze and process contextual information. Context information can be retrieved by 

monitors/actuators using a simple message protocol (SMP) [26]. Simple Message Pro-

tocol (SMP), is a text-based protocol to access context data and provide support for 

heterogeneity. This is a simple protocol used to create a robust layered context-aware 

MMC infrastructure, where distributed context notification services can collaborate. 

Ambiguity removal and context accretions are performed in this layer using knowledge 

base support (KBS). 

Context Environment (Mission Critical Environment): Environment of mission-

critical space is responsible for providing context-aware scenarios in context-aware 



MMC framework. Multiple environments provide diverse situational, physical and so-

cial awareness of context-aware scenarios. This blend of real and virtual context-aware 

features and attributes enables efficient response to critical situations and experiences 

as shown in Figure 8. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Layered Architecture of Context-aware 

MMC framework 

 

Fig. 8. Context-aware MMC framework Interactions 

4 Analysis and Evaluation 

To analyze the behavior of the proposed framework, a use case model based on Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) 2.5 is presented in this section. For proof-of-concept, this 

proposed framework is applied to a typical battle-field scenario. Computational effi-

ciency and tactical parameter interactions have been analyzed through simulations per-

formed using a Context-aware MMC Emulator (simulator) on a distributed network of 

computers. The network comprised of 10 computers equipped with an Intel Core i7 

processor operating at 3.4 GHz and 8 GB of memory using GPU of 8 GB. These are 

the optimal parameters decided after experiment scenarios.  

4.1 Use Case Analysis:  

The target localization phase, as shown in Figure 9, within the battlefield using context-

aware MMC [27]. It depicts a battlefield scenario when a soldier in the field finds the 

enemy movement through binocular; the strategic information is shared among tacti-

cally spanned field commander and command center. At this point, the context-aware 
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MMC framework contributes to evaluating available resource profiles which in this 

situation includes seamless calculation of several rounds, caliber, weapon selection, la-

ser range finder etc. It also supports selecting the nearest and appropriate support team 

to establish communication with an exact position. This is very crucial for a soldier 

(actor), where a timely action is highly desirable. MMC Context environment further 

performs adjustment of gun seamlessly by calculating range and bearing of the intended 

target while keeping in view the terrain, weather condition, environment (jungle, moun-

tain, river etc). All this information which includes resource profiling, target localiza-

tion and tactical intention is shared with the tactically spanned command center. In this 

situation, the command center has a significant role in improving decision significance 

of tactical information thereof proposed by context-aware MMC to improve tactical 

actions and perform strategic movements within the battlefield by monitoring and con-

trolling the tactically spanned field soldiers and weaponry assets (resource coordina-

tion) as shown in Figure 10. 

 

Fig. 9. Field Scenario using Context-aware MMC 

 

Fig. 10. Command Center Scenario using Context-aware 

MMC 



Similarly, the command center by using context-aware MMC for the given battle-

field provides a proactive approach. This situation updates on a tactical intention to the 

field commander that the identified enemy movement is the movement of a neutral 

actor (Red Cross) for rendering life support to injured through geopolitical context sug-

gestions. The field actors (soldiers) are provided with updated tactical intentions with 

higher decision significance about changed situations, as ordered by the field com-

mander to remain to halt their positions.  

4.2 Experimental Analysis: 

Several parameters ranging from memory, I/O and network communication, dis-

tributed services till heterogeneous contextual resources/sensors and pattern evaluation 

services are involved in context-aware MMC framework to amicably and transparently 

handle the tactical situation awareness. As in tactical situations, space-time is decisive, 

parameters in Table 2 are evaluated for a scenario in section 4.1. 

 

It may be observed from Figure 11 that resource profiling plays a key role since 

the start of context-aware MMC simulation in the current scenario and ceases with time 

as the situation develops. Tactical span events also enhance situation awareness initially 

by establishing (soldier- field commander) collaboration and then further to (filed com-

mander – command center) levels. Decision significance events contribute to context 

awareness (after some time – 20 sec) as the situation evolves and context-aware MMC 

framework began evaluating the current situation. The tactical intention graph suggests 

a decrease in corresponding events as the system concludes to a possible solution for 

the tactical situation in section 4.1. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Test-bench parame-

ters for Context-aware MMC 

Emulator 

 

Context-aware MMC Tacti-

cal Parameters 

Decision Significance DS 

Resource Profiling RP 

Tactical span TS 

Tactical Intentions TI 
 

 
Fig. 11. Interactions of tactical capabilities in 

Context-aware MMC Emulator 
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The increase of context-aware units (events) qualified to take part in the current sce-

nario increases as the system interacts, thus making context-aware units a reliable factor 

to analyze the performance of situation awareness. Analyzing contextual aware units in 

context-aware MMC Emulator gives a glimpse of our proposed framework efficiency. 

It can be observed in Figure 12 that contextual performance of the proposed paradigm 

increases (almost exponentially) with time due to frequent interaction of contextual 

units in the discussed scenario, thus resulting in better context-awareness.  

Another perspective to evaluate the performance of our proposed context-aware 

MMC framework is several periodic training sessions conducted using the emulator.  

 

The current situation is optimized through repeated sessions as shown in Figure 

13. Training time is observed to decrease in learning the contexts. The contextual in-

formation (red line) is continually updated, resulting in the better parameterization of 

contextual units. After about 2 days of training with the scenario discussed in section 

4.1, the experiment shows that the system achieves situational robustness and interac-

tivity of contextual resources.  

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

The context-aware MMC paradigm supports heterogeneous contextual data processing 

to enhance tactical capabilities to mitigate time-space constraints. It has been demon-

strated for a typical battle-field scenario in a use-case model followed by evaluation. A 

comparison with existing paradigms has also been performed that empirically asserts 

the proposed technique as more efficient and effective. 

In the future, ever-growing diversity and reduced complexity demand for other mis-

sion-critical systems would be considered. It requires the teams to process information 

more quickly and ubiquitously. Quest for searching, merging and transmitting diverse 

       

 

    Fig. 12. Analysis of Contextual Response 

   

 

Fig. 13. Contextual Situation Optimization 



information about a critical situation, statistics about teams and technical contextual 

data is a challenge. Endeavor to implement this model in similar critical domains like 

power plant operations, and disaster management teams may provide insights into con-

text-aware and context un-aware systems. 
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